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Categories and Subject Descriptors



Idle resources can be exploited not only to run important local tasks such as data replication and virus checking, but also to make contributions to society by participating in open computing projects like SETI@home [2]. When executing background processes to utilize such valuable idle resources, we need to explicitly control them so that the user will not be discouraged from exploiting idle resources by foreground performance degradation. Unfortunately, common prioritybased schedulers lack such explicit execution control. In addition, to encourage active use of idle resources, a mechanism for controlling background processes should not require modiﬁcations to the underlying operating system or user applications. If such modiﬁcations are required, the user may be reluctant to employ the mechanism. In this paper, we argue that we can reasonably detect resource contention between foreground and background processes and properly control background process execution at the user level. We infer the existence of resource contention from the approximated resource shares of background processes. Our approach takes advantage of dynamically instrumented probes, which are becoming increasingly popular, in estimating the resource shares. Also, it considers diﬀerent resource types in combination and can handle varied workloads, including multiple background processes. We show that our system eﬀectively avoids the performance degradation of foreground activities by suspending background processes in an appropriate fashion. Our system keeps the increase in foreground execution time due to background processes below 16.9%, or much lower in most of our experiments. Also, we extend our approach to address undesirable resource allocations to CPU-intensive processes that can occur in multiprocessor environments.



D.4.1 [Operating Systems]: Process Management—Scheduling



General Terms Design, Measurement, Performance



Keywords Idle Resources, Background Execution



1.



INTRODUCTION



There has been increasing attention to idle resource utilization, whose purpose is to exploit underutilized resources in the system in order to perform valuable tasks. Recent workstations and personal computers have abundant computing power, but most of the time only a fraction of the available computing capacity is used and often resources remain idle. Idle resource utilization aims to make use of those wasted resources. One popular way of utilizing idle resources is to join open computing projects such as SETI@home [2] and Folding@home [13]. SETI@home searches for extraterrestrial intelligence and Folding@home analyzes the folding of proteins. They primarily use computer resources contributed by users on a voluntary basis in order to perform scientiﬁc computations. Such distributed computing projects turn idle resource utilization into a new way of social contribution, introducing new value of active resource use. Also, there exist more traditional, local ways of idle resource utilization for improving performance, robustness, security, and other aspects of the system. Examples include database reorganization and disk layout reconﬁguration for improving performance, data backup and replication for robustness, and virus checking and software updating for security. Those tasks suitable for being executed in the background are not sensitive to response time and are executed on a regular basis [9]. Although idle resource use provides opportunity to perform numerous valuable tasks, it does not come for free. Priority-based schedulers, which are used by many common operating systems, do not have functionality that adequately prevents the interference of background processes with foreground processes. Background processes for idle resource utilization should consume only otherwise wasted resources and should be assigned as little computing capacity as possible that could be allocated to foreground pro-
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cesses. Otherwise, users would not choose to make use of idle resources considering the adverse impact on their foreground processes. Priority-based schedulers lack the concept of background processes for idle resource utilization, and those processes simply executed with low priorities can considerably degrade the performance of foreground processes with high priorities. In particular, this interference can be signiﬁcant when foreground and background processes compete for peripheral devices such as disks and network interfaces. Also, although CPU-intensive processes with low priorities tend to be handled better by priority-based schedulers, on occasion they can still have impacts on other processes. Thus, an explicit mechanism is needed that provides appropriate control over background process execution. In addition, the growing value of idle resource use introduces a new challenge for such a mechanism. As mentioned earlier, projects such as SETI@home and Folding@home mainly rely on computer resources contributed by volunteers. This fact demands that a mechanism for background process control be easily deployable; if it required signiﬁcant modiﬁcation to existing systems, it would not attract users and, as a result, would fail to encourage them to participate in those distributed computing projects. As another motive, protecting computers from various troubles needs users to take active measures. Preventing data losses due to disk crashes and avoiding computer viruses, for example, require running backup and virus-checking programs on a regular basis. Users should be able to readily execute these programs as background processes without degrading the performance of their foreground activities. Our goal is to develop a mechanism for exploiting idle resources in the system that eﬀectively prevents the throughput degradation of foreground processes and does not require any signiﬁcant modiﬁcation to the user’s existing environment. In this paper, we argue that we can reasonably infer the interference of background processes with foreground processes at the user level, and properly control the execution of those background processes without modifying either the operating system kernel or user applications. Our proposed approach takes advantage of dynamically instrumented probes, and takes account of diﬀerent types of resources, such as CPUs, disks, and network interfaces, in combination to judge whether to suspend background processes. Also, it can handle varied workloads, including multiple background processes, and can be eﬀectively applied to multi-processor environments. One limitation of our approach is that it focuses on minimizing foreground throughput degradation when exploiting idle resources for background process execution; it does not try to prevent the increase in foreground response time. Our mechanism aims to allow improving the overall system throughput by executing beneﬁcial background activities in an unobtrusive manner. Since aggressive resource utilization conﬂicts with good response time preservation, we do not consider the latter in this work. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we describe the background and related work, along with our motivation put in context. Next, we explain our approach in Section 3, and practical issues in employing the approach in Section 4. Section 5 brieﬂy summarizes our implementation and describes background process suspension. Section 6 shows our experimental results. Finally, we discuss the potential of our approach to eﬀectively handle



multi-processor cases in Section 7 and conclude in Section 8.



2.



BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK



In this section, we brieﬂy describe why we need to explicitly control the execution of background processes to preserve the throughput of foreground processes. We then explain previous approaches to idle resource utilization, and restate our motivation examining these related works against our objectives.



2.1



Insufﬁciency of Priority-Based Schedulers



Most common operating systems use priority-based schedulers to prioritize processes. However, those schedulers lack the concept of idle resource use, and fail to properly control the execution of background processes. First, most priority-based schedulers take only CPU usage into account, and do not consider other resources in combination. They thus do not appropriately handle cases in which low- and high-priority processes compete for other resources, such as disks and network interfaces. Even worse, low-priority processes usually have a greater impact on high-priority processes when they contend for these resources. Second, schedulers of modern operating systems change the priorities of processes dynamically for reasons such as avoiding the starvation of low-priority processes. As a result, the operating system does not always execute foreground processes initially with high priorities, and may instead choose to run background processes with dynamically raised priorities. On some operating systems, such as Solaris 10, processes with the maximum nice value are basically scheduled only when no other processes are runnable. Strict prioritization of CPU-intensive processes is thus possible on these systems. However, there exist cases in which CPU-intensive processes with dynamically lowered priorities incur performance degradation, as we will show in Section 6. For these reasons, background processes for idle resource utilization cannot be simply executed as low-priority processes. There is a need for an explicit mechanism for controlling idle resource use that prioritizes foreground processes in any circumstances, and that allows background processes to be executed only when there exist no active foreground processes.



2.2



Related Work



Diﬀerent approaches to exploiting idle resources have been proposed previously. Idletime scheduling [9] is a kernel-level approach to explicitly prioritizing foreground requests over background ones. It introduces preemption intervals, during which no background requests are served even if no foreground requests exist and, as a result, resources remain idle. A preemption interval amortizes the cost of background request preemption over a series of foreground requests arriving one after another within the interval, preventing foreground throughput degradation. Idletime scheduling can be applied to disk and network scheduling with small amounts of modiﬁcation to the operating system. Freeblock scheduling [16, 17] processes background requests to a disk in a way that has virtually no performance impact on foreground requests. It determines the positioning time between two successive foreground requests, and if and only if it ﬁnds an outstanding background request
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that can be serviced during that positioning time it schedules that request between those two foreground requests. Using detailed information about the underlying disk, freeblock scheduling can signiﬁcantly improve disk bandwidth utilization. TCP Nice [20] provides a protocol-level mechanism for background network data transmission. It avoids reduction in the bandwidth of foreground connections by controlling the congestion windows of background connections. It detects potential congestion by estimating the number of outstanding packets at the bottleneck router of a connection path, and reacts to such potential congestion more sensitively and rapidly than TCP-Vegas [6]. MS Manners [8] is a user-level approach to controlling the execution of low-importance processes. It decides whether to allow the execution of a low-importance process based on its progress rate. When the progress rate decreases, it assumes that the progress of high-importance processes also slows down. In such a case, therefore, MS Manners suspends the process of low importance to prevent performance degradation of the more important processes. It uses a statistical method to properly judge if the progress rate of the lowimportance process has slowed down. Open computing projects, such as SETI@home [2], Folding@home [13], and others using the BOINC infrastructure [1], employ a screen saver approach. They start computations after a certain time has passed since the last user input. This approach is simple and requires no signiﬁcant modiﬁcation to the underlying operating system or user applications. Also, the user can specify the portion of resource capacity these projects can receive through preference settings. Idle resource utilization has also been explored at the level of clusters of computers. Condor [15] improves the overall utilization of workstations by placing tasks on idle workstations in a network. When the user returns of a workstation that is executing remote jobs, Condor transfers these jobs to other idle workstations in order to dedicate the workstation to the user. The Stealth Distributed Scheduler [12] preserves the performance of a workstation executing remote jobs that its owner receives by explicitly prioritizing system resources. It implements prioritized virtual memory and ﬁle system cache in order to avoid the interference of remotely executed jobs with the workstation owner’s local jobs, while exploiting whatever resources not used by these local jobs.



Next, some of the approaches do not consider actual usage of resources in a way that is suﬃciently ﬁne-grained. The screen saver approach used by open computing projects relies on the assumption that resources are idle when the user is away from the machine, which is often untrue. Also, as mentioned earlier, the user can specify the amounts of resource capacity BOINC projects receive, but this approach cannot ﬂexibly deal with workload changes. Furthermore, usually it is not obvious to the user how much capacity these projects should be assigned in order to maximize idle resource use while avoiding the degradation of foreground activity performance. Condor performs preemptive transfers of remote jobs, and does not enable them to stay at a workstation used by its owner, and to consume unused resources in a ﬁne-grained fashion. Third, works such as Freeblock scheduling and TCP Nice target particular resource types. They control the usage of speciﬁc resources with specialized mechanisms that are not applicable to other kinds of resources. For a background process for idle resource utilization to execute without frustrating the user, however, we need to consider diﬀerent resources in combination. For example, a background process may perform intensive computation in one phase and write the results to a disk in another phase. Analyzing either CPU or disk contention alone is not enough to suﬃciently detect the adverse impact of such a process on foreground processes. Finally, we need an approach that can handle varied workloads and environments. MS Manners observes the progress rates of processes rather than directly considering resource usage. As a result, it has limitations such as requiring to know the base progress rates of low-importance processes in advance and allowing the execution of only one low-importance process at a time. These limitations prevent MS Manners from dealing ﬂexibly with diﬀerent workloads. Also, none of the works listed above speciﬁcally addresses multiprocessor environments. As we discuss in Section 7, under such environments, priority-based schedulers can behave in an undesirable way for background process execution. An eﬀective approach for supporting idle resource use needs to handle multiprocessor cases well. In order to encourage users to exploit their underutilized resources, we need to address those four issues described above. Our motivation is to provide a mechanism for efﬁciently controlling background processes that (1) is easily deployable, (2) reﬂects actual resource usage, (3) is applicable to more than one speciﬁc resource type, and (4) deals well with varied background workloads.



2.3 Motivation Those approaches described above are limited in some ways and are not user-friendly enough to encourage active idle resource utilization. Such limitations can be grouped into four categories. The ﬁrst category, signiﬁcant modiﬁcation to the user’s existing environment, poses a primary challenge we address in this paper. Generally, a mechanism at a low level has access to precise information about the system, and thus can manage resources in a ﬁne-grained manner. For example, Freeblock scheduling achieves its best performance when it is implemented inside disk ﬁrmware, rather than at the user level. Idletime scheduling, TCP Nice and Stealth are also low level approaches implemented inside the operating system. Although these approaches achieve high eﬃciency, the fact that they need modiﬁcation to the user’s underlying system may discourage users from active idle resource utilization.



3.



APPROACH



To address the issues described in the preceding section, we propose a user-level approach to controlling the utilization of idle resources. Speciﬁcally, it aims at providing a system-wide solution that manages background processes speciﬁed by the user. Driven and guided by our system design objectives, we estimate at the user level the usage of resources using indicative system information, and determine whether to suspend background activities based on the derived resource usage and a conservative assumption. Two of our objectives, demanding no signiﬁcant modiﬁcation to the user’s environment and reﬂecting actual resource usage in a fairly ﬁne-grained manner, led us to speculate on the resource usage of processes at the user level. At the
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user level, it is diﬃcult to obtain the precise knowledge of resource usage. We instead estimate resource usage by using certain statistical information that is readily available from outside the operating system (e.g., the number of disk blocks read by a process). In obtaining such system information, we take advantage of dynamically instrumented probes [7, 18, 19]. Previous works [4, 5, 10] advocate the beneﬁts of exposing a certain level of operating system information to the user level. Dynamic probes are an active area of research, and one of the most widely accepted ways of enabling such exposition. They allow obtaining numerous kinds of system information on the ﬂy from running operating systems, and have negligible impacts on system performance when turned oﬀ. Exploiting these probes, which are becoming commonly available on modern operating systems [3, 14], leads to a more general approach to our objectives than those proposed in the past that involve modiﬁcations at the operating system level. The other two goals, accounting for diﬀerent types of resources and dealing with varied workloads, resulted in our method of inferring resource contention by using approximated resource shares of background processes. To judge whether to suspend background processes under diﬀerent circumstances, we need a general criterion based on resource usage for determining that they interfere with foreground activities. Our approach is to use as this criterion the resource shares of background processes that are derived from the statistical information mentioned above. If a background resource share is low, we decide that contention for the corresponding resource exists between foreground and background processes. (For brevity, we refer to resource contention between foreground and background processes as “resource contention” or just “contention” throughout the rest of this paper.) We then suspend the background activities, expecting that the foreground processes will consume the resource capacity reclaimed from them. In other words, we conservatively assume that those background processes have “stolen” resources from foreground processes and caused foreground throughput degradation. To judge if an approximated background resource share is low enough to suspend background activities, we use a threshold over the share. The basic approach described above poses practical questions about (1) what statistics we can use to derive approximated resource usage, (2) what processes we should or should not consider to obtain meaningful resource usage, (3) if we can always rely solely on relative resource usage of foreground and background processes, and (4) how we can decide appropriate thresholds over the background resource shares. We will explore these issues in the next section.



Also, we have to keep the information to analyze simple as we need to process it frequently in order to rapidly respond to system workload changes. In this work, we take account of three resource types: CPUs, disks, and network interfaces. To estimate the usage of these resource types, we use the following statistics. • CPUs: cumulative time for which processes are scheduled on them. • Disks: the number of blocks read or written synchronously by processes. • Network interfaces: the number of times processes call write() or send() with associated descriptors. Those statistics do not represent the exact resource usage of their corresponding resource types. However, as we will show by our experimental results, they adequately reﬂect resource usage and serve as useful information on which our decision on background process execution can be based. We could use more detailed system information that represents resource usage more precisely than the simple statistics above, but such information usually results in larger overheads caused by probes necessary to obtain it. Therefore, we use the fairly simple statistics that represent resource usage suﬃciently for our purpose and still cause small overheads. Also, we do not consider asynchronous disk I/O and inbound network traﬃc. Asynchronous disk requests cannot be associated completely with the processes that have issued them. Considering them would thus lead to complicated and incorrect background disk share estimations. As to inbound network traﬃc, we do not know if suspending background traﬃc truly improves foreground performance. If background traﬃc does not go through the bottleneck of foreground traﬃc, suspending it would only decrease the total inbound throughput without improving foreground throughput. For these reasons, we exclude asynchronous disk I/O and inbound network traﬃc from our consideration. For each resource type, we obtain the approximated resource share of background processes by calculating the proportion of the statistical values associated with them to the system total. The resulting ratio approximates the percentage of the resource capacity allocated to the background processes.



4.2 Ignoring Certain Processes Some types of processes obscure the direct relationship between the resource shares of the user’s foreground and background activities. These are the ones that persistently exist in the system consuming some resource capacity and yet do not speciﬁcally represent the user’s foreground work. If we include their statistics in the system totals when calculating the approximated background resource shares, they will consistently make the shares lower. Consequently, the diﬀerence in the shares between when resource contention exists and when it does not will be smaller and less clear. A primary example of such processes is the swapper process (which is the scheduler process sched on Solaris 10). When a CPU is not busy, a large part of its cycles is assigned to the swapper, in which case it often does not perform any beneﬁcial task for the system. Other examples include the X server and those processes related to dynamic probes. If an X server is present in the system, it runs consistently consuming a fraction of system resources, whether



4. PRACTICAL ISSUES In this section, we review fundamental issues that must be addressed for our approach to work in practical situations. Discussions in this section are based on our experience of employing the approach on Solaris 10. We, however, expect that they are general enough to be applicable to other common platforms.



4.1 Resources and Corresponding Statistics We need to obtain system information indicative of resource usage at the user level, where available information is limited compared to inside the operating system kernel.
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Disk: 1 BG process



Disk: 2 BG processes



Disk: 4 BG processes



TCP: 1 BG process



TCP: 2 BG processes



TCP: 4 BG processes



Figure 1: Accuracy of diﬀerent thresholds. The top row shows the accuracy of detecting competing processes of our disk access program for diﬀerent CPU and disk thresholds. Similarly, the bottom row shows the accuracy of detecting competing processes of our TCP program for diﬀerent CPU and network thresholds. The interval used for aggregating statistics is 1.25 seconds.



or not the user’s foreground or background processes are executed. Processes related to dynamic probes exist while system information regarding both foreground and background activities is collected. They thus do not directly represent the user’s activities. We intentionally ignore the statistics related to these kinds of processes to better estimate the existence of resource contention.



should really be suspended, we use the approximated CPU share of the swapper process as an indication of CPU idleness. When the background share is low, we additionally check if the swapper share is lower than a threshold. If it is, we conclude that background activity suspension will let foreground processes be assigned more CPU capacity; otherwise, we allow background process execution. We have found that considering CPU idleness does improve our approach, and also that the performance of our method is relatively insensitive to the exact value of the threshold over the swapper share. We currently set the threshold to 25%.



4.3 Considering CPU Idleness Our approach to inferring resource contention considers the direct relationship between foreground and background resource consumption. It assumes that suspending background processes when their relative resource usage is low will let foreground processes consume more resource capacity than currently allocated. For disks and network interfaces, this expectation is justiﬁable because background requests to these resources can have signiﬁcant impacts on concurrent foreground requests. However, CPUs diﬀer from these peripheral devices in that we must know whether a background process has been assigned a particular portion of the entire capacity because it competes with other processes or because the allocated capacity just suﬃces. A background process with a low CPU share should be suspended when it really competes with foreground processes and otherwise should be allowed to run. To judge if a background process with a low CPU share



4.4



Detecting Resource Contention



This section describes how we determine the threshold over the background share of each resource type, which we use to infer contention of the corresponding resource. The data shown in this section were collected on our test machines, each with a 2.4GHz Pentium 4 processor, 512MB of memory, and a 40GB 7200RPM disk. For network measurements, a pair of these machines connected directly through gigabit Ethernet interfaces was used.



4.4.1



Methodology



We took an empirical approach to ﬁnding an appropriate range of thresholds over the approximated background re-
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representing low accuracy and light regions high accuracy. For clarity, we show the results of detecting disk and network contention separately. The eﬀect of varied thresholds over the background CPU share is shown for both of the disk and network cases. The ﬁgure indicates that wide ranges of thresholds result in very high accuracy. For disk contention, the threshold over the background disk share primarily affects the accuracy, and the threshold over the CPU share has minor eﬀects when the disk threshold is low. For network contention, the CPU threshold has some impact on the accuracy. Speciﬁcally, the graphs show that CPU thresholds close to 100% react to ﬂuctuations in the background resource share too sensitively, resulting in lowered accuracy. Overall, the large regions of high accuracy indicate that the eﬀectiveness of our approach is fairly insensitive to the exact values of the thresholds, as long as they exist within these regions. The data shown in Figure 1 were obtained using the sample statistics aggregated for 1.25 seconds. This interval for aggregating statistical information, as well as the thresholds, aﬀects the accuracy of detecting resource contention. Figure 2 shows the best accuracy of thresholds for varied aggregation intervals. The reported accuracy in the ﬁgure is the product of the accuracy of detecting disk contention and that of network contention. The interval length of 1.25 seconds achieves very high accuracy, regardless of the number of background processes. We selected to use the interval length from this observation. Within the ranges of thresholds with the best accuracy, we selected higher values in order to prevent foreground performance degradation strictly. Those thresholds chosen roughly fall into a range between 80% and 90% for the CPU threshold, and are just below 100% for the disk and network thresholds. We selected the thresholds for diﬀerent numbers of background processes up to 6 based on our sample statistics analysis. For larger numbers of background processes, we simply chose the same thresholds we used for 6 background processes as the appropriate threshold values based on our analysis are fairly stable. Even though appropriate thresholds may change depending on the system’s conﬁguration, we believe that the difference is not signiﬁcant as they are applied to the resource shares of background processes in the system, rather than to some absolute values dependent on each application. We thus expect that thresholds similar to those that we use will work in most conﬁgurations. Note that those thresholds do not necessarily guarantee that any background process is suspended whenever foreground processes exist. For instance, in a case where a disk-intensive foreground process and a CPU-intensive background process exist, it is possible that the background CPU share stays very close to 100%. Based on our threshold approach, we may not suspend the background process even though the active foreground process exists in the system. In such a case, however, the underlying priority-based scheduler often raises the priority of the foreground process and thus its performance degradation is small. As a result, such a situation does not become a problem in practice.



Figure 2: Accuracy of inferring resource contention for diﬀerent lengths of statistics aggregation intervals and numbers of background processes. The x-axis indicates the length of the interval for aggregating statistics, and the y-axis shows the accuracy of inferring resource contention.



source share of each resource type. We used two programs to obtain actual statistical information in cases with and without resource contention. One program is for obtaining disk statistics, and the other is for network statistics. The disk program touches the ﬁrst byte of contiguous 8KB regions of a 2GB ﬁle. The network program sends data through a TCP connection to a sink node, which just discards the received data. It uses TCP because protocols that establish logical circuits are usually preferable for network applications used for background execution. Depending on given parameters, these two programs spend part of their CPU time simply consuming it in loops, so that they approximately use a speciﬁed percentage of the maximum bandwidth of their corresponding resources. We refer to this percentage as the “resource intensity” of the programs. To obtain the disk statistics under varied workloads, we ran our disk access program changing its intensity. For the case with resource contention, we ran one foreground process with a default priority, and one or more background processes that are executed with the maximum nice value. We ﬁxed the number of foreground processes to 1, because when more foreground programs exist, the background resource share is usually lower and thus it is easier to judge resource contention. For the case without resource contention, we ran only background processes. The intensity of both foreground and background processes was varied from 12.5% to 100% by 12.5%. To obtain the network statistics, we did the same measurements using our TCP program. We applied diﬀerent thresholds over the obtained statistics in order to examine how accurately these thresholds infer the existence of resource contention. We deﬁne the accuracy of a set of thresholds (each over a diﬀerent resource type) as the product of two ﬁgures. One is the percentage of the statistics samples for which we can correctly judge that contention exists based on the set of thresholds. The other is the percentage of the samples for which we can correctly decide that contention does not exist.



5. 4.4.2 Determining Thresholds



SYSTEM DETAILS



In this section, we ﬁrst summarize our implementation. We next describe how our system controls the execution of background processes on detecting resource contention.



Figure 1 shows the accuracy of diﬀerent thresholds for varied numbers of background processes, with dark regions
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5.1 Implementation



activities. It rapidly results in a long suspension interval, soon making background processes executed infrequently. Because the EII algorithm actually executes background processes in order to check their contention with foreground activities, the daemon can precisely know whether it is appropriate to resume those background processes. Another advantage of this algorithm is that the daemon does not need to analyze statistics reported by probes when the background processes are suspended. A disadvantage of the algorithm, on the other hand, is that there exists some time after active foreground work completes during which resources are not eﬃciently utilized. Only when the current suspension interval has elapsed can background processes be resumed, and thus most resources remain idle until that time. Our current implementation sets the initial length of background process suspension to 1 second, and the maximum suspension length to 16 seconds.



We implemented a daemon on Solaris 10 that observes and controls background processes using the approach described in previous sections. The user executes a process as background work for idle resource use by passing the commands as arguments to our client program. The client ﬁrst notiﬁes the daemon of its process ID, sets its own nice value to the maximum deﬁned by the system, and then replaces its own process image with that of the speciﬁed program. The daemon controls the execution of background processes by sending signals. We used DTrace [7] in order to obtain the statistics indicative of resource usage. The number of disk blocks a process reads or writes synchronously is obtained with io:::wait probe. The time during which a process is scheduled on a CPU is obtained by reading and saving timestamp values1 inside sched:::on-cpu and sched:::oﬀ-cpu probes. Finally, the number of times a process calls write() and send() is counted using syscall::write:entry and syscall::send:entry probes. These statistics are sent to the daemon periodically with associated information such as process IDs and ﬁle descriptors. The daemon processes these statistics to obtain the background resource shares.



5.2.2



The Idle Period Detection Algorithm



Our second algorithm for background process suspension analyzes the statistics of processes other than background processes, instead of actually executing them, to determine when to resume background process execution. During background process suspension, the algorithm seeks a point at which no foreground processes actively consume resources, and allows background process execution at that time. The algorithm uses a particular condition to detect idleness of each resource type. For CPUs, we obtain the approximated CPU share of the swapper process. A high swapper share implies that only a fraction of the CPU capacity is used for foreground processes, and thus background activities may be restarted. We performed a 30-minute trace of CPU statistics in a situation where no active foreground processes exist except basic system services. During this trace, the approximated swapper share never fell below 62% with the interval for aggregating statistics set to 1 second. We used this value as the threshold to infer CPU idleness. For disks and network interfaces, we simply observe whether any requests to these resources exist. When the swapper resource share is not lower than the threshold and disks and network interfaces stay idle, the algorithm concludes that background processes can be resumed. The primary advantage of the IPD algorithm is that it continuously observes system statistics and resumes background processes as soon as it judges resources are idle. With this algorithm, background processes do not suﬀer unnecessary suspension as in the case of the EII algorithm. On the other hand, a disadvantage of the algorithm is that the daemon always needs to analyze reported statistics as long as background processes exist, whether or not they are suspended. Also, the algorithm is conservative in that it allows resuming background activities only when no requests to disks and network interfaces exist in the system. However, this conservative approach works well in general because our target environments are those in which resources are underutilized.



5.2 Suspending Background Processes Our system suspends background processes when their approximated share of any of the three resource types falls below the corresponding threshold, indicating the existence of contention for the resource. When the background processes are suspended, the system needs to determine when those processes can be resumed. We developed two algorithms, the Exponentially Increasing Interval (EII) algorithm, which borrows ideas from MS Manners [8], and the Idle Period Detection (IPD) algorithm.



5.2.1 The Exponentially Increasing Interval Algorithm The ﬁrst algorithm we implemented repeatedly executes background processes for a short period in order to ﬁnd out if resuming them causes resource contention with foreground processes. Once background processes have been suspended, the EII algorithm ﬁrst re-runs them after a small amount of time. It keeps them executed temporarily until enough statistics are collected to judge the existence of resource contention. Then, if the background processes still contend with foreground activities, the algorithm suspends them for an interval twice as long as the previous one. In this way, the suspension interval grows exponentially until it reaches a pre-deﬁned maximum length, as long as resource contention exists. When resource contention disappears, the background processes are allowed to run continuously and the suspension interval is reset to the initial length. The initial short suspension interval seeks to react rapidly to incorrect detection of contention due to ﬂuctuations in the background resource shares. By checking the shares again shortly after the ﬁrst suspension of background processes, the algorithm tries to minimize periods of unnecessary suspension. The exponential growth of the interval, on the other hand, aims to reduce the interference with foreground



6.



EXPERIMENTS



We performed experiments to examine the eﬀectiveness of our approach. The experiments described in this section were conducted on the same test machines mentioned in Section 4.4.



1



We used the timestamp variable for the simplicity and ease of implementation, although we could use the vtimestamp variable, which provides virtual CPU time excluding system overheads and thus could be more appropriate.
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FG execution time BG execution time (1) Disk microbenchmarks



FG execution time BG execution time (2) TCP microbenchmarks Figure 3: Results of microbenchmarks. The ﬁgure shows normalized execution time of our disk and TCP microbenchmarks for diﬀerent numbers of background processes. The graphs in the top row are disk results and those in the bottom row are TCP results. Bars labeled “Alone” and “Low Prio.” indicate the execution time of processes when they are executed alone and when background processes are simply executed with the maximum nice value without explicit control, respectively. In the cases with multiple background processes, their average execution time is reported.



6.1 Microbenchmarks



The top right graph in Figure 3 shows that our system even improves background execution time. Because it suspends the background processes explicitly while the foreground process exists, their execution time is in general expected to be made longer by our system. However, our system reduces the number of processes running simultaneously, and thus the number of ﬁles accessed by these processes, resulting in less disk seek time in total. Comparison of our two algorithms shows that the EII algorithm results in better background execution time as the number of background processes increases. With the IPD algorithm, more disk requests by the background processes remain to be issued when the foreground process completes, and they induce a longer period of ineﬃcient disk seek during which the underlying scheduler keeps switching among the remaining processes. Those results of our disk microbenchmarks indicate that, in terms of background execution control, priority-based schedulers alone can perform very poorly when processes access disks, whose service time is signiﬁcant. Without our system, the scheduler has more freedom in that it has more processes for which to serve disk requests. Still, because it cannot handle those processes eﬃciently and keeps switching among more processes, it induces increases in both foreground and background execution time.



We ran microbenchmarks to show that our daemon appropriately handles diﬀerent workloads. We used the same programs we used to obtain the sample disk and network statistics, and varied their resource intensity; we selected 100%, 50%, and 12.5%. For diﬀerent numbers of background processes, we tried all the possible combinations of their resource intensity. The number of foreground processes was ﬁxed to 1, and its resource intensity was also varied.



6.1.1 Disk Microbenchmarks The top row of Figure 3 shows the results of our disk microbenchmarks. The top left graph indicates that our system eﬀectively preserves foreground performance. With the EII algorithm, it keeps the increase in foreground execution time in a range between 6.4% and 12.5%. Because the algorithm executes the existent background processes from time to time, foreground performance declines slightly as the number of them increases. The IPD algorithm outperforms the EII algorithm consistently, sustaining increases of about 1% in foreground execution time across the diﬀerent numbers of background processes. Without our system’s explicit control over the background processes, foreground performance is severely degraded due to excessive disk seek induced by the multiple running processes.
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keeps the background processes suspended after the foreground process completes until the current suspension interval expires, background execution time with the algorithm is longer than with the IPD algorithm.



Table 1: Results of TCP microbenchmarks with 100% resource intensity. The table shows the increase in foreground execution time across diﬀerent numbers of background processes and diﬀerent background execution control. 1 BG Process 2 BG Processes 4 BG Processes



EII 8.5% 11.0% 13.2%



IPD 0.9% 0.8% 0.8%



6.2



Case Studies



To examine the eﬀectiveness of our system in practical situations, we conducted experiments with three kinds of background applications: scientiﬁc computing, disk error checking, and network ﬁle transfer.



Low Prio. 87.6% 188.3% 388.8%



6.2.1



Scientiﬁc Computing



In our ﬁrst case study, we executed SETI@home as a background activity and measured the execution time of diﬀerent foreground programs. As the foreground processes, we ran ﬀtw-wisdom [11], make, and pcregrep. ﬀtw-wisdom is a CPU-intensive program that generates information regarding optimal computation of the Fourier transform. make performs compilation of Apache 2.2.2, and pcregrep, which is a variant of grep, searches for a certain word under a directory containing Linux 2.6.16 source code. The ﬁle system containing the Apache and Linux source code was remounted before each measurement to clear cached data. Also, because the priority of a CPU-intensive process can change considerably on Solaris 10, we rebooted the test machine before each measurement of ﬀtw-wisdom’s execution time in order to obtain results in a steady condition. We report only the results of foreground performance for this case study, as we were not able to measure the execution time of a reproducible computation using SETI@home. As shown in Figure 4, a CPU-intensive process with a low priority like SETI@home is kept from interfering with other processes strictly on Solaris 10. In addition, because computation for one data set of SETI@home on our test machines takes a long time (which can be more than 10 hours), the impact of the activity on other processes is likely to be smaller than that of other projects that download data and submit computation results more frequently. Still, when the foreground process is ﬀtw-wisdom, which is also CPU-intensive, its execution time is increased by over 12%. We attribute this increase to the fact that the priority of ﬀtw-wisdom kept decreasing during its execution and became lower than other processes, approaching that of SETI@home. This phenomenon indicates that the performance of a CPU-intensive process can be aﬀected considerably by other low-priority processes even if it is initially assigned a default priority. On the other hand, both of our algorithms preserve good performance of ﬀtw-wisdom by suspending SETI@home, and hardly induce increases in its execution time. When the foreground process is make or pcregrep, the underlying scheduler preserves fairly good foreground execution time. Because make, including its child processes, and pcregrep issue disk requests, their priorities tend to stay high and thus their execution time incurs only a small increase, even without our system. In addition, make requires our system to process more information reported by probes, such as the creation and completion of processes, than the other two foreground programs. Our system, therefore, does not improve the foreground performance. Still, the execution time with our two algorithms diﬀers from that of the low-priority case, which is 3.1%, by only 1.2% or less. In the pcregrep case, our system slightly improves the foreground execution time of the low-priority case, lowering the increase



Figure 4: Results of background SETI@home measurements. The ﬁgure shows foreground execution time of ﬀtw-wisdom, make, and pcregrep running with SETI@home in the background.



6.1.2 TCP Microbenchmarks The results of our TCP microbenchmarks are shown in the bottom row of Figure 3. Compared to disk access, packet transmission requires much less service time. Thus, the interference of the background processes with the foreground process is avoided relatively well by the underlying prioritybased scheduler, especially when the network intensity of processes is 50% or 12.5%. As a result, when seen as the average over all of the measurement results as reported in the ﬁgure, the beneﬁt of our system in our TCP microbenchmarks is less dramatical than in our disk microbenchmarks. Still, our system reduces the increase in foreground execution time by over 10% when the number of background processes is 1, and by over 45% when the number is 4. At a closer look, the EII algorithm keeps the increase between 3.9% and 5.7%, and the IPD algorithm between 5.8% and 6.1%. When TCP microbenchmarks send packets intensively, their mutual interference is far greater than the averaged results shown in Figure 3. Table 1 shows the subset of the TCP microbenchmark results where the network intensity of all processes is 100%. Without our system, the foreground process incurs signiﬁcant increases in its execution time. Our system, in this case, provides signiﬁcant improvements. Because of the relatively small interference of TCP microbenchmarks with each other, background execution time of them is more intuitive than that of disk microbenchmarks. Our system strictly suspends the background processes, and thus their execution time becomes longer than that of the low-priority case. Because the EII algorithm
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FG execution time



Increase in BG execution time



Figure 5: Results of background fsck measurements. The ﬁgure shows foreground execution time of ﬀtw-wisdom, make, and pcregrep running with fsck in the background, and corresponding increases in fsck’s execution time.



FG execution time



BG execution time



Figure 6: Results of scp measurements. The ﬁgure shows normalized execution time of foreground scp for diﬀerent numbers of background scp processes.



from 6.3% to 2.4% and to 3.7% with the EII and IPD algorithms, respectively.



its execution time. These ﬂuctuations caused the increases in the average execution time reported in Figure 5. When the foreground process is make, the original increase in its execution time is 6.1% and our two algorithms improve it slightly. Unlike ﬀtw-wisdom and make, pcregrep competes signiﬁcantly for disk access with fsck, suﬀering severe performance degradation. Without our background execution control, fsck causes the execution time of pcregrep to be almost 6 times longer than its original execution time. Our system signiﬁcantly improves foreground execution time for this combination of foreground and background processes, and reduces the increase in execution time to 13.5% with the EII algorithm and to 3.3% with the IPD algorithm. The right graph in Figure 5 shows that our system keeps the background suspension time close to the foreground execution time. When the foreground process is ﬀtw-wisdom or make, in which case resource contention is moderate, background suspension time is slightly lower with the EII algorithm than with the IPD algorithm. The EII algorithm executes background fsck from time to time, which lets it make a little progress. This progress outweighs the beneﬁt of using the IPD algorithm, which avoids periods of excess background process suspension present with the EII algorithm. In the low-priority cases, the scheduler does not strictly suspend background fsck, and the increases in its execution time



6.2.2 Disk Error Checking Our second study is disk error checking with fsck. We executed fsck as a background process, and the same foreground processes we used for the case study of SETI@home. The ﬁles accessed by the foreground processes and disk slices checked by fsck reside in the same disk, resulting in contention when accessed simultaneously. The results of the measurements are shown Figure 5. The left graph in the ﬁgure shows the execution time of the three foreground programs, and the right graph shows the increases in fsck’s execution time normalized by the execution time of the foreground processes. Notice that we report the increases in the right graph, not the execution time itself, as the execution time of foreground processes is not comparable to that of fsck. When the foreground process is ﬀtw-wisdom or make, the impact of resource contention is fairly small and so is foreground performance degradation. Still, ﬀtw-wisdom incurs a 14.6% increase in its execution time without background execution control. The EII and IPD algorithms reduce the increase to 7.1% and 11.9%, respectively. As in our SETI@home case study, we observed dynamic decreases in the priority of ﬀtw-wisdom, and resulting ﬂuctuations in
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(1) A case without contention



(2) A case with contention



(3) A special case regarded as contention



Figure 7: CPU contention in a multi-processor environment. “FG” and “BG” indicate foreground and background processes, respectively, followed by a number for identiﬁcation. Numbers in parentheses distinguish threads of multi-threaded processes. For simplicity and clarity, only active user processes are depicted and insigniﬁcant processes are not shown in the ﬁgure.



are less than 1.0. When the foreground process is pcregrep, the IPD algorithm slightly outperforms the EII algorithm since the foreground and background processes cause signiﬁcant resource contention. Without explicit background execution control, this contention leads to the large increase in fsck’s execution time, as well as in pcregrep’s execution time.



its execution time are between 5.3% and 6.7%. Without explicit control of background processes, their execution time grows along with foreground execution time, as the number of them increases. When there are 4 of them, their average execution time exceeds that of the EII and IPD cases. In the low-priority case, there are more processes than in the other cases that compete simultaneously for network data transmission on the source node and for disk I/O on the sink node.



6.2.3 Network File Transfer Our third case study examines the eﬀectiveness of our system in controlling background network data transmission. As foreground and background processes, we executed scp that copied the same Linux 2.6.16 source directory on a source node to diﬀerent locations on a sink node. Because both foreground and background processes access the same ﬁles on the source node, most of the time only the ﬁrst process accessing the ﬁles reads them from the disk and the other processes read cached data. Thus, there exists little disk contention at the source node. In addition, the source directory was accessed before measurements were performed so that part of the data resided in the cache on the source node. Figure 6 summarizes the results. When background scp processes are executed simply with low priorities, without external control, they cause signiﬁcant degradation of foreground scp throughput. This degradation deteriorates as the number of background processes increases. With 4 background scp’s, foreground execution time grows to as much as 489%. Even with only 1 background scp, the execution time rises to 148%. Also, the fact that the foreground execution time in these cases is similar to the corresponding background execution time emphasizes the insuﬃcient prioritization of processes by the priority-based scheduler. There is a good chance that these overheads discourage users from actively performing background data backup or replication over a network. With the EII algorithm, the increases in foreground scp’s execution time are kept between 6.9% and 16.9%. As observed in other experiments, the foreground execution time grows moderately as the number of background processes increases. With the IPD algorithm, foreground scp incurs less interference of the background processes and the increases in



7.



DISCUSSION



Previous discussions and experiments in this paper focused on illustrating the fundamental beneﬁts of our approach, considering only one instance of each resource type. In this section, we further develop our discussion to consider how our system can deal with multiple instances of each resource type. In particular, we focus on how we can apply our basic approach to multi-processor environments.



7.1



Multiple Disks and Network Interfaces



Our approach can be applied in a straightforward way to multiple disks and network interfaces as sources of resource contention. We can analyze the approximated resource share of processes per device and suspend only those background processes that compete for the same devices that foreground processes use. We can simply let other background processes continue execution. If foreground process FG1 and background process BG1, for example, send data through the same network interface A, and background process BG2 uses network interface B, we can suspend BG1 and keep BG2 executing given that BG2 causes no contention for other resources in the system. When foreground processes ﬁnish using a given disk or network interface, then background processes that had competed for the resource can be resumed.



7.2 7.2.1



Multi-Processor Environments Detecting CPU Contention



To properly handle background processes in multi-processor environments, we need to extend our method for detecting resource contention. Speciﬁcally, we need to cope with cer-
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(1) One idle CPU



(2) No idle CPU



(3) Low priority BG processes



Figure 8: Execution time of foreground and background processes in a multi-processor environment. The ﬁgure shows three cases: (1) the system keeps at least one CPU idle while executing background processes, (2) the system considers each CPU separately without keeping a CPU idle during background process execution, and (3) background processes are executed simply with low priorities. The top and bottom rows show foreground and background execution time, respectively. In each graph, the x-axis indicates the number of active foreground threads and the y-axis shows normalized execution time of processes.



tain behavior of the underlying priority-based scheduler to guarantee the preservation of foreground performance. The fundamental approach to inferring CPU contention caused by background processes is the same as what we described above. We can analyze the share of background processes for each CPU and suspend those consuming contended CPUs. Figure 7 depicts foreground and background processes in a multi-processor environment. In the leftmost case, foreground processes receive as much CPU capacity as possible, without contention with background processes. We can thus let background process BG1 continue execution. In the middle case of the ﬁgure, we need to suspend BG1 to guarantee that FG1 receives as much CPU capacity as possible. These decisions on background process execution are simple. We, however, need to consider cases in which simply analyzing the background resource share of each CPU is not suﬃcient. The rightmost case in Figure 7 shows an example of such situations. In this case, the underlying priority-based scheduler prioritizes foreground process FG1 over background process BG1 by assigning more CPUs to the former than to the latter. When the scheduler behaves in this manner, we cannot solely rely on the background resource share to infer the interference of background processes with foreground processes, because BG1’s share of CPU4 does not decrease due to the existence of FG1. Still, FG1’s performance is affected because its four threads are run only on three CPUs. We therefore need to regard such a case as an instance of resource contention caused by background processes. To address this problem, we conservatively suspend background processes when all CPUs are actively utilized, because they might be interfering with foreground performance. In other words, only when at least one CPU remains idle can we con-



clude that foreground processes have not been forced into running on a limited set of CPUs and allow background processes to run.



7.2.2



Preliminary Results



We implemented a prototype that uses the enhanced IPD algorithm to handle multiple CPUs. As described above, the enhanced algorithm basically analyzes the background resource share per CPU, and suspends those background processes that are consuming a contended CPU. It guarantees that at least one CPU is idle when background processes are executed. Also, it judges if there exist idle CPUs and, if so, launches a set of background processes whose total number of active threads does not exceed the number of available CPUs. The algorithm resumes all outstanding background processes if no CPUs are actively used by foreground processes. The prototype uses an interval of 0.25 seconds for aggregating system statistics. It aims at showing the capability to handle simple multi-processor cases with CPUintensive processes, and this short interval suﬃces for that purpose. To show that our prototype appropriately handles multiple processors, we report the results of our preliminary experiment. In this experiment, we used a simple program whose threads consume a certain amount of CPU time in loops. We executed one foreground and one background processes, varying the numbers of threads they launch, and measured their execution time. The foreground process starts execution 10 seconds after the background process starts. Measurements were conducted on a machine with two 2.33GHz Dual-Core Intel Xenon processors, 2GB of memory, and a 250GB 7200RPM disk. Results of the experiment are summarized in Figure 8.
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The leftmost column of the ﬁgure shows that our prototype strictly prioritizes the foreground process and preserves foreground performance in all cases. When the total number of foreground and background threads equals or exceeds 4, it suspends the background process and therefore its execution time stays close to 2.0. The middle column shows the case in which our prototype considers each CPU separately and does not guarantee that one CPU is idle when executing the background process. The results indicate that when the number of foreground threads is 1 or 2, our prototype succeeds in preserving good foreground execution time. However, when the number is 3 or 4, the underlying scheduler can choose to prioritize the foreground threads by using more CPUs for them than for the background threads. As a result, foreground execution time grows and corresponding background execution time drops. Note that the scheduler’s CPU allocations varied across the measurements. Even with the same numbers of foreground and background threads, the scheduler may decide to diﬀerentiate the numbers of CPUs assigned to foreground and background threads or to steadily allocate a fraction of each CPU’s capacity to background threads. Finally, the rightmost column of the ﬁgure shows the case in which the background process is executed without control by our prototype. The performance of the foreground process in this case is still worse than the case of the middle column. Foreground execution time is remarkably increased when the number of foreground threads is 4. In the middle and rightmost cases of Figure 8, the execution time of the background process with 2 threads is hardly larger than 1.0 when the foreground process has 4 threads. This fact implies that the underlying scheduler steadily assigns capacity approximately equaling 2 CPUs to the background threads. Consequently, it suggests that a modern, complicated priority-based scheduler can lead to undesirable CPU allocation in terms of idle resource utilization in multiprocessor environments. We thus believe that the need for appropriate process execution control is heightened in those environments.



manage more than one background process simultaneously. This property allows aggressive exploitation of idle resources by executing background processes with diﬀerent resource needs. In obtaining statistics indicative of resource usage, we take advantage of dynamically instrumented probes. Probes are a promising approach to exposing valuable system information to the user level, and are becoming widely accepted. As there exist dynamic probes available on common platforms besides Solaris 10, we believe that our method of controlling background processes can be easily applied to these platforms.
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